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Since its launch in July 2003, ETO has
become an essential reference source
for every company trading in the UK
pleasure products sector. ETO is a
completely independent publication
which has no links to or connections
with any other adult business.
Published monthly, it is freely
available to qualifying companies,
individuals, retail outlets and online
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print circulation

4,500 requested and
individually-addressed
copies each issue

ETO’s mailed circulation has shown
a steady increase over the past few
years with the addition of more than
500 lingerie and costume outlets
and party planners. Including the
online version, ETO is read by almost
15,000 industry peers every month.
The mailed circulation comprises
more than 4,500 requested and
individually-addressed copies
distributed throughout the UK where
they reach almost every single
relevant store and online trader.

Read by almost
15,000 industry peers
every month

online circulation

10,000 unique visitors
every month, generating
upwards of 20,000
page impressions
4,600

Erotictradeonly.com regularly
averages 10,000 unique visitors
every month, generating upwards
of 20,000 page impressions.
Additionally, since 2008, the
magazine has been available to read
online and currently averages 4,000
individual viewers with occasional
highs approaching 6,000 per issue.

followers

2,100

The magazine is also circulated to
both branch and head office levels
of the major chains, and the head
offices of other retailers with an
interest in this market. Publishers,
distributors and service providers in
the UK adult industry as well as key
companies operating in Europe,
America, Asia and Australia also
receive ETO.

‘likes’

Weekly e-mails to
over 23,000 worldwide

ETO is currently extending its reach
through social media networks such
as Twitter (4,600 followers) and
Facebook (2,100 ‘Likes’). Regular
weekly email updates allow ETO to
communicate with just over 23,000
addresses worldwide, further
advancing ETO’s influence into all
areas of the industry.
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BUYER’S GUIDE

Apollo: Dual Density Stroker

Boobie Hat

A hi-tech masturbator that features a nicely textured dual density spasm chasm.
From: California Exotic Novelties
Info: www.calexotics.com

Soft hat featuring a pair of boobs, Good quality 22-pin Wartenberg
complete with pink nipples, enwheel which sports a polished
cased within a lacy bra.
copper-like finish.
From: Pipedream
From: California Exotic Novelties
Info: www.pipedreamproducts.com Info: www.calexotics.com

Embrace: Passion Wheel

EroStyle: Strap-on with Sili-

N. Play: Advanced Suckers

Rechargeable Love Rider

cone Dildo
Soft squeezable silicone bulbs to
Premium strapless strap-on that
Like all EroStyle toys, this strap-on stimulate and arouse nipples of ei- features 30 functions, a memory
comes with a free storage bag.
ther gender.
chip, and USB recharging.
From: Orion
From: California Exotic Novelties
From: California Exotic Novelties
Info: www.darkerenterprises.co.uk
Info: www.calexotics.com
Info: www.calexotics.com

Lubido
A fab name for a lube brand – Lubido is water-based, non-staining,
paraben-free, and latex friendly, and it comes in a sleek, easy-lock nonspill pump bottle.
From: Lubido
Info: www.1on1wholesale.com

Nipple Play: Advanced Vibrating
Heated Nipple
Teasers
These non-piercing
adjustable clamps
offer a trio of teasing options. They
can do an old
school tweaking,
they have two
speeds of vibration
and they can also
heat nipples up to
59°.
From: California Exotic Novelties
Info: www.calexotics.com

PRODUCT OF THE MONTH
DeluxeVibe Tiger G5

This serious looking vibe sports a provocatively curved
and ribbed shaft and a cunningly flared base, designed
to massage the clitoris or the perineum. G5 signifies that
this is Fun Factory’s fifth generation and Tiger is packed
with hi-tech features. It is multi-speed, rechargeable, and
includes the firm’s funky Press Fun To Play controls.
From: Fun Factory

Info: www.funfactory.com

Bachelorette: Pecker Hat

Booty Call: Pumper Small

Ideal for hen nights or as a gift to
A pure silicone plug which can be
present to the dickhead in your
inflated in situ via the attached
life.
bulb pump.
From: Pipedream
From: California Exotic Novelties
Info: www.pipedreamproducts.com Info: www.calexotics.com

Embrace: Collar with Leash

Hybrid Lube

N. Play: Silicone Suckers

Scandal: Over The Bed Cross

Soft on one side, faux leather on
the other, a smart accessory for
any pet.
From: California Exotic Novelties
Info: www.calexotics.com

Water-based lube in a smart box
which complements ToyJoy’s Designer toys.
From: ToyJoy Designer Edition
Info: www.scalaplayhouse.com

These silicone nipple suckers are
almost thimble shaped – sex thimbles, anyone?
From: California Exotic Novelties
Info: www.calexotics.com

Beautifully packaged, this fully adjustable restraint set is also surprisingly easy to fit.
From: California Exotic Novelties
Info: www.calexotics.com
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Silhouette S17

that both ranges are now even more
revealing and extravagant.
The company said: “As usual the outfits are high quality and a fair
price. The high quality latex
items from LateX are a cut
above the rest, thanks to the
excellent finishing touches that
have been put onto the outfits,
and their fancy styles. The outfits
fit like a second skin and provide
tingling fetish feelings. The washable, shiny vinyl outfits from
Black Level have fancy styles and
are made from material that keeps
its shape, thanks to its stretchy quality.
This material guarantees a perfect fit and
makes the outfits extremely comfortable to
wear. These erotic gems please not only
fetish lovers, but also the fashion conscious club-goers.”
For more information contact
Orion’s UK distributor Darker Enterprises on 020 8114 1004 or email
Darker’s Ron Yates via ron@thamesroad.co.uk
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Fifty Shades floggers
up against Star Wars
Lightsabers
Bdesired Deluxe Curve

Brewzies

Variation on the theme that features an arched tip designed for
G-spot exploration.
From: B Swish
Info: www.bswish.com

Why wear a see-through bra when A two-piece set, one is a vibrating
you can wear one that dispenses
cock ring and the other a tradibeverages? Genius!
tional ‘donut’.
From: Pipedream
From: Orion
Info: www.pipedreamproducts.com Info: www.darkerenterprises.co.uk

EroStyle: Penisringe

F#ck-A-Duck

The cutest blow-up
babe of the season,
this adorable 14”
duck and
his plumphas been nominated for a
Lovehoney
pink inflatable love
top licensing
hole is sure
to be a award at the upcoming
LIMA Awards. The online retailer’s
hit with 2015
summer
stags – you’d
be
Fifty Shades
of Grey Official Pleasure
quackers to miss
Collection is up for Best Film, Television,
this!
or Entertainment Live Action Licensee From: Pipedream
Info: www.pipe
Hard Goods award.
dreamproducts.com

“These awards are genuinely the 'Oscars' of
licensing and it's brilliant to be nominated.
It's a real sign that Lovehoney is making yet
more inroads to the mainstream.”

LIMA (The International Licensing Industry Merchandisers’ Association) is the leading trade organisation for theBdesired
global
Deluxe Pearl
licensing industryThe
andthird
Love-Bdesired Deluxe model
released this month sports a riphoney co-owner Neal
pled and angled tip.
Slateford said:
From: B Swish
Info: www.bswish.com

DeluxeVibe Patchy Paul G5
The familiar friendly face of Fun
Factory, freshened and fortified
with hi-tech features.
From: Fun Factory
Info: www.funfactory.com

Lovehoney is up against the likes of
Hasbro with its Star Wars Inquisitor
Lightsaber and JAKKS Pacific’s Maleficent
product line, plus Sega’s Alien: Isolation
video game, Trick or Treat Studios’ AMC The
Walking Dead Halloween masks and costumes, and Weeks Roses’ Downton
Abbey/Anna’s Promise rose. The 2015
LIMA Awards will take place in Las Vegas
on 9th June.
Slateford
added:
“I think I can
EroStyle:
Silicone
Vibrator
say
with some vibe
certainty
Neat little
non-phallic
withthat
a this
grooved head
rabbit-style
at- has
is and
the first
time a flogger
tachment.
been in competition
From: Orion
with a lightsaber.”
Info: www.darkerenterprises.co.uk

More Shunga at
Scala
Scala Playhouse has added a new
Nipple Play: Erect Nipple Gel N. Play: Vibrat. Pleasurizers
Teezers
coconut
water flavour to its Shunga
Gel for nipples that tingles and in- Resembling a lobster in the pack,
Who knew golf tees could be
Divine
Oral
Pleasure
Gloss
creases
sensitivity,
available
in range.
the twin stimulators feature an ad- sexy? These are, yet they’re also
mint
and cherrysaid:
flavours.
justable
modest enough not to offend.
The
company
“The Shunga
Di- cinch design.
From: California Exotic Novelties
From: California Exotic Novelties
From: Pipedream
vine
Oral Gloss is the perfect entryInfo: www.calexotics.com
Info: www.calexotics.com
Info: www.pipedreamproducts.com
level purchase for
consumers
who want to
add a tasty,
exotic dimension to
their oral
pleasure.
The coconut
water
flavoured
product is a great 3-in-1 choice:
Nipple
Play: Nipplettes
FFS: Vibrating Vaginal Pump Uncut #2
when
applied
it provides warming,
Imagine two bullet vibes which
This clever design vibrates as it
Slightly wider and 1” longer than
cooling
and tingling
The resulting in a pussy that’s #1, both are available in cream, cohave adjustable
clamps sensations.
as an inte- pumps,
gral part
of their design.
plumped and stimulated.
coa and mocha tones.
unisex
drugstore
product is a mustFrom:playful
California
Exotic Novelties
From: Tantus
have,
summer
addition From:
to Fetish Fantasy Series
Info: www.calexotics.com
Info: www.pipedreamproducts.com Info: www.tantusinc.com
your store’s stock.”
Scala Playhouse has also added a
number of other new Shunga products to its range, including the new
Shunga Massage Candles which are
available in smaller, travel-ready tins
and come in various new fragrances.
For further information contact
Scala Playhouse on 01675 430300
or visit www.scalaplayhouse.com

Beautifully packaged in an elaborate gatefold box,
S17’s curved, almost
organic, design is
made from softtouch silicone. It is
packed with features, and is USB
rechargeable and
waterproof.
From: California Exotic Novelties
Info: www.calexotics.com

Uncut #1
Uniquely among
dongs, the new Tantus Uncut is a
replica of an uncircumcised penis.
Made from the
firm’s O2 dual density material, the
Uncut features realistic pores, veins,
and wrinkles.
From: Tantus
Info: www.tantusinc.com
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Hybrid Lube - ‘the perfect cross-sale item’
Scala Playhouse says its new Hybrid
Lube, which forms part of the company’s ToyJoy Designer Edition collection, is the ultimate cross-sale item, as
both the product and the Goldfingerstyle packaging complement the luxurious toys from the ToyJoy Designer Edition range.
“The brand new ToyJoy Designer Edition
Hybrid Lube has been developed exclusively at Scala Playhouse, and is the perfect
accessory to any toy collection,” the company said. “It is especially appealing for
consumers who purchase a high-quality,

luxurious toy from the ToyJoy Designer Edition collection [though] the high-quality
lube is safe to use with any type of toy, as
it’s a water-based solution made of bodysafe ingredients.”

Scala Playhouse recommends retailers
display Hybrid Lube in-store alongside the
new Hero and Icon couples toys from the
ToyJoy Designer Edition range.
“The lube is the perfect cross-sale item
and allows lovers to add a sexy, slippery
touch to their sexual adventures,” the company said. “This affordable drugstore product is only released in a special limited edition, so get your hands on this chic
lubricant before the chance slips away!”
For further information contact Scala
Playhouse on 01675 430300 or visit
www.scalaplayhouse.com
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Compact – just 6”
long – silicone/ABS
vibe which offers six
vibration functions.
Waterproof, the Bdesired Deluxe can be
Orion has
created
new styles in latex
specified
in black,
rose
or natural
coral
and vinyl
fortones.
its LateX and Black Level
From:collections,
B Swish
and the German firm says
Info: www.bswish.com
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Bdesired Deluxe

Erotic Trade Only June 2015

A British start-up called MysteryVibe has announced that after
five years of development it has
created Crescendo, which it describes as the world's first truly personal adult toy. Crescendo can be
bent into any shape the user wishes
and it sports six motors, all of which
can be controlled individually
through the ‘music mixer interface’
app.
If you like the sound of it, you
would be advised to visit the company’s Born page, where a crowdfunding campaign is currently running – but don’t leave it too late as
the campaign finishes on 14th June
2015. At the time of writing, over
€36,000 had been raised of the
€50,000 goal.
The project can be supported
with as little as £1 and those who
wish to pre-order the product can
buy it for £69 instead of £129. Supporters can also influence the finishing touches like colour options,
bendy-hardness, vibration patterns
etc. A video of Crescendo in action
can be seen at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
CtmLvQPTD9w&feature=youtu.be
To support the project, visit
https://www.born.com/view/631/cre
scendo-the-worlds-first-truly-personal-adult-toy?aff=dlebrdf

Revealing new LateX and Black Level
collections

Erotic Trade Only June 2015

New British startup seeks funding
for ‘world's first
truly personal adult
toy’

Covering all aspects of the adult
market, ETO provides a monthly
platform for news, views, reviews
and analysis. From the start of 2011,
the magazine shifted its editorial
emphasis away from the UK’s legally
restricted R18 market, allocating
more editorial space and time to
products which can be sold by all
retailers, such as toys, novelties,
lingerie and consumables. ETO has
always treated its readers with the
respect that every trade-only title
should, whilst retaining a particular
focus on the retail environment.
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In addition to a large number of
news pages in each issue, ETO’s
regular features include profiles of
the market’s major – and minor –
players, in-depth examinations of
product sectors, ‘mystery shopper’
reports, and practical advice for retail
on every aspect of business – from
the in-depth analysis of legislative
changes to shop window dressing.

You may have heard that
credit card fees will be dropping soon,
thanks to the European Commission,
but how will this impact on retailers?

Counting the cards
Adam Bernstein explains all...

Feature Spread - June 2015.qxp_ETO Spread 01/06/2015 16:57 Page 1
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ETO has been saying that ABS Holdings has a heritage
stretching back over three decades for some time – but
we’re going to have to check ourselves in the future…

agreed to reduce its maximum average interchange
fees for debit cards to 0.2% and to 0.3% for credit
cards. MasterCard on the other hand found itself
before the European Court of Justice which, in
September 2014, said that such interchange fees
are a violation of EU antitrust rules. These new
rates need to be shown in context that they are an
average and were not compulsorily held down.
Once implemented, the regulation will formally
and legally cap interchange fees at 0.2% of the
transaction value for consumer debit cards and at
0.3% for consumer credit cards - both of which
Interchange fees are multilaterally agreed fees
would apply to domestic or cross-border transacpayable between the consumer’s card issuing bank
tions. However after a ﬁve-year transition period,
and the bank that handles a trader’s account - the
for smaller transactions only, member states can
card acquirer.
choose to set a maximum ﬁxed fee of €0.05 (4p)
In the vast majority of cases, the trader’s bank
per transaction instead of a 0.2% fee for domestic
pays these fees to the consumer’s bank for each
transactions. There’s no deﬁnition of what a
transaction. The most common type of card
“smaller” transaction is, this will be up to the UK
When someone buys something in a store using a
scheme is the so-called “four-party” scheme which
Government and each individual member state to
credit or debit card for example, these costs are
features, as the name suggests, four parties - a
decide. As some adult traders have experienced
hidden from the consumer and worse, neither recard issuer, consumer, trader (merchant) and a
diﬃculties obtaining merchant services from UK
tailer or consumer can alter these rates or shop
card acquirer. Under this arrangement, a multilaterbanks, and have been forced to turn to Europe as a
around for the best deal. The only limiting factor on
ally agreed interchange fee is usually in place beresult, this new regulation may mean that even if
these rates is competition law.
traders still can’t get service from UK banks their
Clearly costs need to be absorbed somewhere
costs may be reduced as the cap is placed on Euand so where traders pass these costs on to conropean transaction.
sumers this leads to inﬂated prices or - more typiInterestingly, in terms of consumer debit cards,
cally - the trader making less margin.
the regulation also gives ﬂexibility to member
Europe has taken both
states to deﬁne lower percentage caps and impose
Visa and MasterCard to
maximum fee amounts.
task over the isThe European Commission thinks that the resue. Visa in
cently passed regulation should increase trans2010 and
parency and “help the card payments industry
2014
move from its current business practices to a new
more competitive system, to the beneﬁt of consumers, merchants and banks.” The new regime
should also deal with licensing issues and other
conditions that have restricted the freedom of
choice of retailers to choose payment methods.
With an eye to the future, the regulation removes major obstacles to technological innovation
in payment options. Many with a recent iPhone
know, for example, that their device features a NFC
payment chip that when enabled in Europe (it’s live
in the US) allows swipe-based payments from their
mobile phone. Of course there are other technologies in the market that allow consumers to pay via
grow into what it is today. I joined ABS Holdings
early days?
an app or with a ﬁngerprint. However, Europe reckwhen I was 23. My involvement was a natural proHow will you
be uncertainty
celebrating
this
40
TH: You’re right! In those days, my grandfather
ons that
on the
rules
regarding intergression, as I had grown up watching my family run
year milestone?
worked as a manufacturing chemist and he sold
change fees has been one of the factors holding up
the business and had been exposed to it thanks to
TH: I’ll be enjoying
the
in sunny
herbal remedies and vitamins into medical stores.
the use
of summer
these systems.
InSpain,
the name of consumer
my parents and my grandfather. Once I oﬃcially
drinking beer and playing golf of course! In fact, I
My father actually starting importing massagers
joined the business, I felt it was time to take ABS
am currently busy organising the North V South
from China. These were initially sold as medical deHoldings to a new level, to open up new opportunigolf tournament in Marbella – so a little R&R is deﬁvices and proved to be extremely popular with our
ties and build the foundation for a business that
nitely on the cards.
customers.
would evolve with our customer’s needs over the
next 40 years. I took over the running of it in 1983,
How important is heritage in such a
Do you still have any catalogues or
six years after I joined it. At this point, I felt that I
fast-moving industry?
POS from those early days?
really understood the business and knew the direcTH: We’re very proud of our heritage and the fact
TH: No – back then there was no such thing as
tion that I wanted to take it in. The real beneﬁt of
that we’ve stayed a leader in the decades we’ve
POS. As a family run business, we were able to
spending six years in the business is that by the
spent in this market. The adult industry deﬁnitely is
build great relationships with our customers and
time I took it over, I really knew the customers and
very fast-moving, and we’ve got the right people
this really helped us to recommend the products
understood what they wanted, which is key to the
on board to help us move with the market. In the
that we thought would beneﬁt them. Back then the
success of any business.
past 40 years we’ve moved with the times, we’ve
product selection was very limited. We didn’t have
listened to our customers and we’ve also kept up
the beneﬁt of catalogues, adverts and POS so our
with market changes. We’re always keeping the
When did the ABS we know today –
best advertising was word of mouth.
as a wholesaler and multi-channel re- business on its toes, challenging ourselves to extailer – begin to emerge?
ceed at every turn – and I feel that we’ve really
How did your parents feel about the
TH: It was in 1986 that the growth of bricks and
managed to do that. ABS Holdings began as a famemphasis changing from medical to
mortar really began. We felt that we had carved
ily business and we’re still a family business – with
sexual?
out a space for ourselves in the market as a leader,
30 stores as well as the wholesale side, our family
TH: My parents Geoﬀ and Sheila were both very
and so we started to open up more stores, and to
is a little larger now!
actively involved in the business. When I ﬁrst
expand the retail side of the business. The adult
started at ABS Holdings, I saw the potential of the
Does it give you any tangible advanmarket is a really exciting place to be – it’s always
adult side and was really keen to explore it, expand
tages over your competitors?
evolving and we’re in a position where we don’t reon it and ultimately grow it into what it is today.
TH: It’s good to have long standing relationships
ally have to pressure ourselves to keep up, because
Back then, adult stores weren’t commonplace at all,
with customers and suppliers, and that’s always
we’ve set the benchmark. We hope to keep changand so what we were doing was very diﬀerent to
been really important to us as a business. Some of
ing with the needs and wants of our customers and
what customers had ever seen before. My parents
our relationships have been in place since the start,
to keep challenging ourselves.
were really supportive and this helped the business

BacKGroUnd to
thE chanGE

tween the trader’s card acquirer and the consumer’s card issuer.
For each transaction, the trader pays a fee to its
bank called a merchant service charge (MSC) - the
acquiring bank pays the merchant the sales price
after deduction of the MSC. Most of the MSC is
made up of the interchange fee - other elements
include a card scheme fee (network fee) and a fee
paid by the merchant for the services of the acquiring bank. The interchange fee is then passed on by
the bank for the merchant to the bank for the consumer. In competition law cases it has been found
that interchange fees act as a minimum price ﬂoor
and determine to a large extent the price charged
by banks to merchants for card acceptance.

thE ProBlEM

choice and transparency, payment services
providers will be required to tell consumers in good
time of the various brands of payment instrument
they have available and their characteristics (functionality, cost and security). Consumers can then
elect to have co-branded devices on their payment
card, telecoms, digital or IT device.
The regulation needs to be agreed in the same
form by both the European Parliament and the European Council and then formally adopted. Says
Hulme: “It will apply from 20 days after publication
in the Oﬃcial Journal of the European Union, expected some point in 2015. The cap will then apply
six months after the regulation enters into force.”

Europe has taken both
Visa and MasterCard to
task over the issue. Visa in
2010 and 2014 agreed to
reduce its maximum average interchange fees for
debit cards to 0.2% and to
0.3% for credit cards. MasterCard on the other hand
found itself before the European Court of Justice
which, in September 2014,
said that such interchange
fees are a violation of EU
OXFORD
STREET
antitrust
rules. These
new rates need
to be
shown
in
EAST
SIDE
STORY
context that they are an
average and were not
compulsorily held down.

Last time I was spoilt with choice of shops to visit
west of Oxford Circus and this time it was a similar
story. East of the Regent Street crossing, and skipping
the likes of Top Shop, Gap, Miss Selfridge and that giant of the High Street Marks & Spencer, I focused on
five other stores that seemed more interesting.
Attracting over 200 million visitors annually, Oxford Street is said to be the UK’s busiest retail street allegedly Europe’s too - and I began at Oxford Circus
and proceeded east, towards Tottenham Court Road.
To retain the same test conditions, once again I
brought a male colleague with me to measure how
well a lone man was treated in lingerie departments,
while I observed from a discreet distance and made
my usual mental notes on presentation, range etc.

An impressive shopping experience.

Ticks almost all of
the right boxes.
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New Look

H&M

American Apparel

Ann Summers

Harmony

On the top-most floor of New Look (the wall said the 3rd, but it
felt higher due to slow escalators and their layout, requiring us
to walk around on each level) I found the lingerie department
misdescribed as Sleepwear. There was some of that too - lots of
soft cotton with fun prints - but mostly there was a good-sized
department of bras and knickers. White textured walls with rearlit display units making the most of the wallpaper’s pattern by
casting shadows to show it off, were married to light grey floor
tiles and good overhead spot lighting. A set of grey pouffes
added somewhere to relax after all that escalator riding. The
overall effect was bright and modern, especially with the longest
glossy white display unit having a glossy black surround, giving
the impression it was a giant version of the framed photos of
bras on models dotted around. My male companion and myself
both received offers of help as we looked over the ranges. I
think he was overwhelmed by choice, with the following bra
styles on offer: Apex Balcony, Bralet, Multiway, High Apex, Racer
Back, Non-padded, Balconette, Push-up, T-shirt, Extreme
Plunge, Extreme Strapless... These were typically £12.99 (two Tshirt bras for £9.99) and £3.99 for matching panties, on a 3-for-2
offer. With pretty lamps above table-top body forms, attractive
designs and a clean, contemporary environment - “restrained
funkiness” he said - I liked what New Look was doing here, but
where were the flirtier pieces? An impractical suspender-belt
free zone!

Like New Look, I’ve never Mystery Shopped H&M before but
know the brand well. In a lovely building I was pretty unimpressed with how the space for the lingerie department had
been used. Essentially filling a linking ‘tunnel’ between women’s
and kids’ departments, I looked around, rapidly making a list of
things I’d change. The grey floor looked like polished concrete
and seemed out of place as this isn’t an industrial unit or fashionable art gallery. White walls were fine, but why were spot
lamps aimed high, casting light on body forms but leaving the
actual stock below them in half-darkness? As time went on my
chap and I began to feel ignored as stuff bustled past but never
paused to ask after our needs. At least stock quality seemed
fine for the money, with bras in the £12.99 to £15.99 bracket,
Snoopy sleepwear for £7.99 and knickers in a £7.99 for three
promotion. Others were £4.99 or £3 in a sale, down from £5.99.
My assistant was drawn to the G and H cup display (lad) while I
looked over neon yellow and pink, military green, purples and
florals in signposted Push-up, Super Push-up, Padded, Balconette and Non-Wired categories. Ironically, a dark-grey nonslip surface (textured vinyl?) around a display unit with bras and
knickers laid out by sizes was peeling up, ready to trip the unwary? The flat atmosphere was lifted with some music but my
visit was still underwhelming, even with bargain patterned
stockings, tights, and over-the-knee socks. Disappointing.

I know someone who adores American Apparel, but I’ve not
been in one of their 20 UK stores before. Including franchises in
department stores, there are two in Manchester, one each in
Brighton, Bristol, Leeds, Liverpool, Birmingham, Nottingham
and Glasgow, plus 11 across London. Curious, I’d actually left before I realised there could be a lingerie department in the basement and went back to check. Signage suggested it was just
clearance lines down there but in a big alcove in the corner, I
found (full-priced) lingerie below a neon sign saying the same. A
hidden treasure then? Not really. Grey tiled floor below artificiallimb pink/beige walls, behind white mesh displays hanging
from ugly hooks in the wall with power sockets peeking out may
be all the fashion rage for the 20-somethings AA is aimed at,
but I thought it looked crap. Happily we got an offer of help (the
area being too small to pretend not to be together) but not
much more can be said in defence. I guess the quality was good
value - translucent mesh bras £10, lip-pattern knickers £11,
matching bras £14 - and I appreciated ‘Made in Downtown LA:
No Sweatshops, Fair Wages’ signs. But sizing (S/M/L) seemed at
odds with a sizing guide (1/2/3/4) giving US/Canadian, Brazilian, Australian, Japanese, EU and other sizes - but not UK conversions? The store scrapes three stars by being in a great position and having an exploitation-free ethos, but the designs and
presentation both left me cold to be honest. Simply unsexy.

There are two Ann Summers on Oxford Street: the Marble Arch
branch was seen last time. This one’s several doors further east
than AA, also on the north side of the road. Also like AA, music
added atmosphere, but unlike AA, this shop didn’t desperately
need the help. The exterior may be starting to show its age, but
the inside, with its sparkly tiled floor and light pink textured
walls, has no lack of glamour. A polka dot theme ran across one
wall and onto the ceiling. Not especially sophisticated but I liked
it. Two offers of help each, plus smiling welcomes puts this shop
in the top league for customer service and I would be giving it
full marks if it wasn’t for some unpriced product (£130 Womanizers with 20% off marked price- when I could find a marked
price), enticing but roped-off cellar and nearly-flat batteries in
demo units. Not a great advert if ‘full power’ feels like a halfhearted tickle. Better stuff included sexy pirate costumes for
£15, a cute Noir vibe for £8.50 (half-price) when bought with
£10-plus of other product and We-Vibes on a good display
tower. Also getting the thumbs-up, Aalia playwear in the Temptations range for £15 (saving £5), hosiery with a buy-one-getsecond-at-half-price deal (fencenet stockings on legs above, but
no stock located) and a good range of costumes, including
sailor girl and school uniform for £20, down from £30. Busy yet
relaxed, this shop put a smile back on my face.

A busy shop of two halves; upstairs and downstairs. The ground
floor suffered from discoloured grey flooring, some unpriced
stock and a slightly grubby demo toy display, but countered
with a great Je Joue window display, pretty Bijoux Indiscrets,
Nitelife and £54.95 Erosella shoes, music, friendly, motivated
staff, Prism glass toys (£19.95-£39.95 in mostly £5 steps) and a
vast choice of boxed lingerie and playwear. G.World, Pink Lipstick, Seven ‘til Midnight, Dreamgirl and Fantasy Lingerie, plus
some Baci meant something for everyone. A Doxy display
lacked stock though, as it featured Topco and Shots wands. I
was sad to see the glass floor here covered up. I’d worn a skirt
especially. Down in the cellar, things are a little more explicit
with R18 DVDs for £19.99 (3-for-£50) or £9.99, and Kitten and
Zeus wet-look clothes for her and him. A cleaner grey floor, purple walls and good spot lighting stopped it being dark in all but
the deepest of corners, but I still had to avoid trip hazard stands
that had legs projecting a long way out. It didn’t help that nippleless Kink by Leg Avenue packaging was mesmerising me.
Pipedream Mega Masturbators, Sportsheets, Rocks-Off, fetishwear from Phaze and others, £149-£199 dance poles, many
many Leg Avenue costumes and £35-£40 Fever wigs, plus ElectraStim, £45-£100 harnesses and £79 metal plugs dazzled too.
Full marks for huge range and unparalleled location, but the
heavy traffic this store gets means a steam clean for that floor
wouldn’t go amiss.
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Lacking some
vital elements.

Memorable for the
wrong reasons.
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Are we correct in thinking you sold
massagers as medical devices in the
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ABS Holdings’ CEO Tim Hemming

London’s Oxford
Street’s west end. Now
she returns to finish
the job on Britain’s
premier retail road’s
east end...

Exceptional
and inspiring.

ETO: This must be a very proud time
for you, Tim?
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Back in March our
Mystery Shopper examined the stores of

mystery shopper
87

Its age may define ABS Holdings as ‘old school’ in
this industry but there’s no danger of the Dorset
distributor getting stuck in its ways. It is continually evolving, with 2014 proving to be one of the
most dramatic years in its history, and Valentine’s
Day 2015 was its most successful ever – in wholesale and retail.
This impressive achievement has not come at
the expense of industry relationships though – it
regularly picks up multiple trophies at the annual
ETO Awards Dinners, the winners of which are decided by the votes of the ETO readership, and its
stand is invariably one of the busiest at the ETO
Show.
ABS Holdings began life as a family business
and it is still run by a member of that family – CEO
Tim Hemming. Initially a wholesaler, once it had
achieved growth in that sector it expanded into retail, opening its ﬁrst shop in Bournemouth in 1986.
It now has 30 outlets around the UK and CEO Tim
is assisted by a board of directors which includes
Kate Hodgson-Egan (customer relations director),
Symon Reeves (retail director) and Toby Branston
(ﬁnancial director).
ETO caught up with Tim Hemming to look back
– and forward…

Tim Hemming: We’ve been very lucky to have
achieved real longevity in this industry and it’s
been an amazing and enjoyable 40 years. Even
four decades on, ABS Holdings still feels like a family run business. Our employees are like family, and
while we’ve expanded in leaps and bounds we’ve
managed to keep our business a close-knit unit.
Because we built our business on relationships
from the start, it’s a value that’s still at our core and
always will be.

GoinG forward

Some have suggested that when the interchange
fees drop under the new regulation that retailers
could see a windfall and pocket the diﬀerence by
not passing on the savings - “a mere 5p on a typical £48 transaction to consumers” according to the
UK Cards Association. Indeed, a report in the Daily
Mail quoted Visa as saying that clarity on the fees
was welcome, but warned it could hurt the cards
industry. Visa has also said there was no guarantee
that retailers would pass savings on to consumers.
It’s questionable how the savings would be passed
on as traders cannot diﬀerentiate between cash
and card prices.
The comparison website uSwitch has made the
point that both Spain and Australia have had fee
caps for some time. While there has been no fall in
retail prices according to a report from European
Economics for Mastercard, The Economic Impact
of Interchange Fee Regulation in the UK, cardholders in these countries still enjoy fee free credit and
debit cards.
Others, including Hulme, have suggested that
the card fees need to be covered one way or another and so consumers could see the beneﬁts of
card use (say cashback or rewards points) drop:
“Proﬁt margins for banks and card issuers on all
debit and credit card products will reduce and in
consequence there is likely to be a decline in the issue of loyalty/rewards cards.”
uSwitch thinks the same: “While the changes
will not have any substantive eﬀect on the average
person, what they will most likely mean is the end
Mystery Shopper - June 2015.qxp_ETO Spread 01/06/2015
16:54
Page
1
of the era
of free
rewards
credit cards.”
That said, the market for cards is very competitive and, assuming a good credit background, consumers should ﬁnd it easy to change to a better
deal.
The new rules will aﬀect all payments involving
Visa and Mastercard, which account for most of the
payment card market. However, the price cap will
not apply for three years to so-called three-party
card schemes, such as Diners and American Express, which involve only one bank. Commercial
cards used only for business expenses and consumer cards used in an ATM will also be exempt
from the new price cap.
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a ﬁnger on
the pulse of
pleasure
for 40
years

8p per debit card transaction and 0.77% of the
transaction value for consumer credit cards. In
comparison, Mastercard typically charges 7 to 11p
per MasterCard and Maestro debit card transaction,
0.8% of transaction values for ‘standard’ consumer
credit cards, and 1.05 to 1.5% for ‘premium’ consumer credit cards.”
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influence
ETO has influenced the way the UK
market does business and over the
last twelve years has proven itself to
be a completely trustworthy reporter
of the industry, neither displaying
preferences nor singling out
individuals for unwarranted criticism.
The magazine has also changed the
way the UK adult market perceives
itself. The introduction of the
ETO Awards in 2005 gave the
industry a stage to recognise and
reward excellence in every sector
from retail to manufacturing, and
the unique democratic voting system
ensures all the winners are chosen by
the industry as a whole – unlike any
other awards in the market.

At the same time as introducing the
awards, ETO also launched the UK’s
very first trade-only exhibition.
Staged in mid-summer alongside
the Awards Presentations, the
ETO Show has become one of the
industry’s key events, attracting
exhibitors and visitors from America
and Europe, as well as every major
player from the UK market.
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Europe has for some time been concerned about
the cost of debit and credit card transactions
charged to traders (and therefore passed on to
consumers) within the EU, and in mid-March the
European Parliament passed legislation to cap the
cost of these hidden transactions. with 95.7 million debit cards and 61.7 million credit cards in
circulation in the UK alone, what does this all
mean and how will it aﬀect consumers and traders
alike?
The European Commission wants to improve
competition for all card payments. It estimates that
the rules, when implemented, could lead to a reduction of about €6 billion a year in hidden fees
charged to consumer cards. The Regulation on interchange fees for card-based payment transactions follows a Commission proposal put forward in
July 2013, and it is hoped that it will give more
freedom of choice to traders while making card
transactions more transparent.
The regulation is driven by the fact that Europe
thinks that the variety of interchange fees between
EU countries, indirectly charged to traders by card
issuing banks when a customer uses their card, is
diﬃcult to justify and has “hindered integration and
innovation of the EU payments market.”
Amanda Hulme, a partner in the ﬁnancial regulation group at Addleshaw Goddard LLP, notes the
impact of the present - soon
to be abolished - fee
structure. “According
to the Competition
and Markets Authority, Visa
currently
charges
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all advertisements,
regardless of size, are
placed on or facing
editorial copy

advertising
within ETO will ensure it reaches all
their customers – and their rivals’
customers – for a fraction of the
cost of mailing each account
individually.

While press releases are important
components in any communications
strategy, it is advertising that allows
you to persuade as well as inform.
Appearing within a greatly respected
environment that encourages
discussion and provides a forum for
lively debate enhances the message
of any ETO advertiser.

With the exception of double page
spreads and the Directory section,
all advertisements, regardless of
size, are placed on or facing editorial
copy, thereby eliminating so called
‘advertising graveyards’.

Whether advertisers are looking to
increase their profile within the
trade, promote new products or
services or make major
announcements, they know that
having their message included

ETO reserves the right to censor,
or omit, any material which in its
opinion is offensive, pornographic
or illegal.

DOUBLE PAGE SPREAD

Advertising Rates
Size

1 month

3 months

£2,000

£1,900/month

Full page

£1,200

£1,140/month

£1,080/month

£960/month

Half page

£800

£760/month

£720/month

£640/month

Quarter page

£500

£475/month

£450/month

£400/month

Directory box

£100

£95/month

£90/month

£80/month

Double page spread

HALF PAGE
HORIZONTAL
FULL PAGE

6 months

12 months

£1,800/month £1,600/month

Special positions include: 2/3 Spread, Centre Spread, Outside Back Cover, Inside Front Cover.
All special positions carry a 10% surcharge.

HALF PAGE
VERTICAL

4 Page/Cover Wrap and Loose inserts: price on application.

QUARTER
PAGE

DIRECTORY
BOX

Mechanical data – printed magazine
Size

Height

Width

Comments

Double page spread

340mm 490mm + 10mm bleed all round

Full page

340mm 245mm

+ 10mm bleed all round

Half page horizontal

160mm 225mm

This is within type area. No bleed required

Half page vertical

320mm

110mm

This is within type area. No bleed required

Quarter page

160mm

110mm

This is within type area. No bleed required

Directory box

50mm

85mm

This is within type area. No bleed required

Copy Requirements: High resolution (300dpi) jpeg or print-resolution PDF with colour proof.
Deadlines: As a general rule, the deadline for the following month’s issue is around the 13th of the
each month. Please contact the advertising team for further information for specific months or issues.
MPU

UAP

HEADER

Mechanical data – ETO online (prices on application)
Size

Height (pixels)

Width (pixels)

MPU

300

250

.gif

.jpeg

.swf

UAP

180

150

.gif

.jpeg

.swf

Header

400

640		.jpeg

eShot / Newsletter banner
Background

115

File format(s) accepted

699		

.jpeg

Call for specifications and template

ESHOT / NEWSLETTER BANNER
erotictradeonly.com
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